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Osler’s Notes

Besides hav ing the cognit ive abi l i ty  and 

the diligence to learn, I think one of the most 

important attributes is the ability to relate to 

your patients with humanity. Take time to listen 

to your patient’s concerns, hopes and fears. You  

will soon realise that every patient is different 

and each brings to you a unique set of concerns. 

At the heart of it, each patient is a human being, 

just like you and me.

In the course of your careers, there will be many 

distractions. With increasing commercialisation 

of medicine, the lure of the dollar is a real one. 

While you are conscientiously doing your job, 

you may notice other doctors who are engaged in 

practices that blatantly compromise the values of 

the profession. You may be disheartened or even 

tempted to follow their footsteps. 

From time to time, SMC is alerted to alleged rogue 

practices in the medical fraternity. Unfortunately, 

SMC can only initiate a review of errant practices 

when it is surfaced in the form of a formal complaint 

from members of the public or from public officers. 

It does not have powers to initiate investigations. 

The existing regulatory system which relies heavily 

on professionalism needs to be strengthened. 

The Ministry is looking into amending the 

Medical Registration Act to give the Singapore 

Medica l  Counci l  power  to  in i t ia te  formal 

investigations itself. A new investigative and 

enforcement arm will provide the SMC with more 

power to ensure that errant doctors are dealt with 

appropriately.

For those of you who practise medicine the way 

you should, you have nothing to fear. 

CONCLUSION
Before I end, I would just like to say once again 

that having reached this threshold of beginning 

your career as fully registered doctors, you have 

done well and should be proud of yourself. Take 

the Physician’s Pledge to heart and continue 

to uphold the values and ethical code of  the 

profession. No matter what you discover medicine 

to be, if  you practise medicine with a conscience 

and for the benefit of your patients, you will not 

regret your choice and I am sure you will have a 

very fulfilling career.  n

The type of school I have always felt the Hospital should be: a 

place of refuge for the sick poor of the city---a place where the 

best that is known is taught to a group of the best students---a 

place where new thought is materialised in research---a school 

where men are encouraged to base the art upon the science 

of medicine---a fountain to which teachers in every subject 

would come for inspiration---a place with a hearty welcome 

to every practitioner who seeks help---a consulting centre for 

the whole country in cases of obscurity.

What a hospital should be
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